KHOTAN, CAPITAL OF TUNGANIA
interpreter who, wrapped in a great-coat, was trembling all
over with fever.
The young dictator confirmed the rumour that a dele-
gation from Ma Bu-fang had arrived from Sining and was at
the moment in Khotan. He himself had sent a man to
Nanking to lay the Tungan point of view before the
authorities and ask for assistance. Ma Ho-san explained the
problems he had to solve, His greatest cdfficulties arose from
the fact that all the oases were not connected by telegraph.
But the small supplies of money available constituted a grave
difficulty too. All the fortunes that were lodged in the bank
at Urumchi had fallen into the hands of the Chinese Govern-
ment. If any of the Khotan merchants had gold in their
possession they knew how to hide it. And then Ma was very
much handicapped by the lack of aeroplanes. He had
approached the English on this subject but without any
success. I remembered that the aksakals we had met
deplored Great Britain's refusal to lend aeroplanes to the
Tungans in their anti-Bolshevist struggle. Ma said the bombs
dropped by the aeroplanes had released terrible gases. It
was clear that at the Battle of Tutung those bombs had put
everyone to flight. He was trying to have masks made and
wondered whether we knew the chemical mixtures with
which they had to be impregnated. ... As for munitions,
he had enough. There were still plenty of the rifles captured
in battle. Ma asked us to pay his compliments to the English
Consul at Kashgar and also to the Swedish missionaries who
had nursed him in their hospital. At the beginning of the
war he had had a compound fracture of the thigh-bone and
it was Doctor Hummel, of the Sven Hedin expedition, then
(1934) interned at Turfan, who saved his leg.
At last, with the most innocent air in the world, we
managed to ask the General whether he had good news of Ma
Chung-ying—who, we were given to understand,was his cousin.
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